MUC1 aptamer-conjugated mesoporous silica nanoparticles effectively target breast cancer cells.
In the present study, we developed aptamer (Apt) conjugated mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) for specific delivery of epirubicin (EPI) to breast cancer cells. MSNs were synthesized and functionalized with 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (3-MPTMS), followed by MUC1 aptamer conjugation through disulfide bonds. The nanoparticles were analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), particle size analyzer, zeta potential, elemental analysis (CHNS), aptamer conjugation efficiency, drug loading efficiency, and drug release profile. Cell uptake and in vitro cytotoxicity of different formulations were performed. The results of MSNs characterization confirmed spherical nanoparticles with thiol functional groups. Particle size of obtained nanoparticles was 163 nm in deionized water. After conjugation of MUC1 aptamer and EPI loading (MSN-MUC1-EPI), particle size increased to 258 nm. The aptamer conjugation to MSNs with disulfide bonds were confirmed using gel retardation assay. Cellular uptake studies revealed better cell uptake of MSN-MUC1-EPI compared to MSN-EPI. Moreover, cytotoxicity study results in MCF7 cell lines showed improved cytotoxicity of MSN-MUC1-EPI in comparison with MSN-EPI or EPI at the same concentration of drug. These results exhibited that MSN-MUC1-EPI has the potential for targeted drug delivery into MUC1 positive breast cancer cells to improve drug efficacy and alleviate side effects.